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Abstract

Analogies help organize, communicate and reveal scientific phenomena. Vision may be the best analogy for understanding moral judgment. Although moral psychology has long noted similarities between seeing and judging, we systematically review the ‘morality is like vision’ analogy through three elements: experience, variability and mechanism. Both vision and morality are experienced as automatic, durable and objective. However, despite feelings of objectivity, both vision and morality show substantial variability across biology, culture and situation. The paradox of objective experience and cultural subjectivity is best understood through constructionism, as both vision and morality involve the flexible combination of more basic ingredients. Specifically, both vision and morality involve a mechanism that demonstrates Gestalt, combination and coherence. The ‘morality is like vision’ analogy not only provides intuitive organization and compelling communication for moral psychology, but also speaks to debates in the field, such as intuition versus reason, pluralism versus universalism, and modularity versus constructionism.
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“I know it when I see it.” – Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart (on identifying pornography; Jacobellis v. Ohio, 1964)

Conversations about morality often reference vision, with laypersons and Supreme Court Justices alike “seeing” an action’s wickedness or righteousness. Similarities between morality and vision were first noted by Hume (1777)—who likened moral judgment to aesthetic judgments—and have been echoed by more contemporary scholars, who suggest that moral judgment is more about “seeing-that” than “reasoning-why” (Haidt, 2001; Wilson, 1997). Despite the general acknowledgement that morality is often experienced like vision, we suggest that this analogy is underappreciated and under-explored. Vision not only captures the experience of making moral judgments, but also the variability and mechanism of these judgments. We suggest that vision provides an intuitive way to summarize and communicate moral psychology research, and also offers perspectives on current debates in the field.

Analogies have long played a central role in the development of scientific theory and its dissemination (Glucksberg & Keysar, 1990). In psychology, prominent analogies include Wundt’s comparison of psychology to chemistry (Blumenthal, 1975), and Freud’s model of the unconscious as an iceberg. Within moral psychology, the mind has been analogized as a camera with easy automatic settings (i.e., emotion) and more difficult manual settings (i.e., cognition; Greene, Morelli, Lowenberg, Nystrom, & Cohen, 2008; Greene, 2014), and to an elephant (i.e., emotion) with a rider (i.e., cognition; Haidt, 2012) who erroneously believes herself to be in control.
While these analogies are intuitive, they apply to any dual-process account of judgment—whether moral or not—and capture only one aspect of moral judgment. We suggest that the ‘morality is like vision’ analogy is an improvement because it is both more comprehensive and more specific. It captures multiple elements of moral judgment, and also applies more to moral judgment than to non-moral judgments. Admittedly, non-moral judgments do occasionally involve some likeness to vision (Kahneman & Tversky, 1977), but—as we will see—the sheer number and depth of similarities make the ‘morality is like vision’ analogy particularly apt. We also acknowledge that morality is not literally the same as vision (but see Gantman & Van Bavel, 2015), but there are remarkable resemblances between them.

In this paper, we review three broad elements of the ‘morality is like vision’ analogy. In each case, we use visual images to illustrate similarities between moral judgment and visual perception. The first analogical element is experience, in which both vision and morality are experienced as automatic, durable and objective. This experience speaks to the very genesis of moral psychology and debates about intuition versus reason. The second analogical element is variability, in which both vision and morality vary across people—whether due to biology or culture—and across situations. This variability speaks to ongoing debates in moral psychology about pluralism versus universalism. The third analogical element is mechanism, in which both vision and morality are constructed from the interplay of lower-level inputs and higher-level meaning-making. This mechanism speaks to current debates in moral psychology about constructionism versus modularity.

Experience
Whether people are literally seeing or seeing immorality, their perceptions are automatic, durable and feel objective. They arise quickly, are not easily dispelled, and feel like features of the external world—more so than non-moral judgments (Goodwin & Darley, 2008; Van Bavel, Packer, Haas, & Cunningham, 2012). Although these features of moral judgment have all been accepted by modern moral psychology, this was not always the case. Historically, scholars believed that moral judgment was a product of calculated reasoning that captured universal moral truth (Kohlberg, 1969). The ‘morality is like vision’ analogy reinforces this progression of thought in moral psychology, and visual images provide a visceral way to understand moral experience.

Automatic

In the Rotating Snakes image (Figure 1), the snakes seem to move without conscious consideration or effortful reasoning. Because of its evolutionary importance, the visual system has evolved to process the world automatically—often without the input of explicit thought (Fodor, 1985). Indeed, most species with vision lack the very capacity for explicit thought. Even in humans, our basic perceptions of the world occurs rapidly, and there are many times when deliberative reasoning cannot interfere with vision (Gregory, 2015).
Only twenty years ago, claims of automaticity in moral judgment would have been met with suspicion. Moral judgment was long thought to be the province of conscious deliberation (Kohlberg, 1969). However, abundant evidence suggests that moral judgments occur automatically and rapidly (Haidt, 2001; Van Berkum, Holleman, Nieuwland, Otten, & Murre, 2009). When people are told about a case of murder or incest, extensive pondering is unnecessary in order to condemn it. Instead, morally relevant information (e.g., harm) is quickly and unconsciously processed—sometimes within milliseconds (Decety & Cacioppo, 2012; Gray, Schein, & Ward, 2014)—to yield moral judgments (Haidt, 2001; Gigerenzer, 2008; Sunstein, 2005; Sinnott-Armstrong, 2008). Of course, reasoning can still exert an effect on moral judgment (Paxton, Ungar, & Greene, 2012; Pizarro & Bloom, 2003), but typically serves to reinforce prior intuitions (Haidt, 2001; Kruglanski & Gigerenzer, 2011; except perhaps within moral dilemmas, Greene, Sommerville, Nystrom, Darley, & Cohen, 2001)

Durable
Vision is durable. In the Café Wall (Figure 2), you cannot help but see the grout lines as sloping, even if you “know” that they are parallel, and even if you try to reason otherwise. This is because vision involves robust inputs from low-level features and the rapid application of unconscious perceptual rules, which prevent the interference of conscious control. In the case of the café walls, the displaced alternate tiles causes brightness contrasts which automatically lead to the appearance of wedges—and even if you know the explanation behind this illusion, it still persists (Gregory & Heard, 1979).

![Café Wall](image)

**Figure 2. Café Walls (Gregory & Heard, 1979)**

Morality is also durable, as moral judgments persist even in the face of contradictory evidence and social pressure (Ditto & Liu, 2011; Liu & Ditto, 2013; Skitka, Bauman, & Sargis, 2005). Like the Café Wall, even if you “know” that an immoral deed should be permissible, automatic processing compels you to see it as wrong. In one famous case, participants who received clear evidence that an instance of incest was harmless maintained their moral condemnation of the act (Haidt, 2001), likely because they persisted in viewing it as harmful (Jacobson, 2012; Royzman, Kim, & Leeman, 2015). Like morality, harm is perceived automatically and durably (Decety & Cacioppo,
which means that cannot help but see typically harmful deeds as immoral (even when they are argued to be harmless; Gray et al., 2014).

One may think that morality should be less durable than vision, as morality involves lower-level inputs that are less robust than in vision. However, this is offset by the emotional nature of moral judgments (Cameron, Lindquist, & Gray, 2015; Greene et al., 2001; Moll et al., 2002; Valdesolo & DeSteno, 2006). Moral judgments are inherently affective (Hume, 1777; Greene, 2013; Haidt, 2012), and affect occurs rapidly and is largely immune to deliberative conscious reasoning (Zajonc, 1980; Haidt, 2001).

Consider the feelings that arise at the idea of an anaesthetized tarantula—guaranteed safe!—being placed on your face. Even if you “know” your safety is guaranteed, it is hard to dispel your negative feelings (Gendler, 2008). Likewise, even if you know that a baby is fake (i.e., a doll), smacking its head against a table still feels wrong (Cushman, Gray, Gaffey, & Mendes, 2012). This durability of moral beliefs stands in contrast to historical views that moral judgment reflecting reasoning. Instead, research reveals that moral judgments are often resistant to reason (Haidt, 2001; but see Paxton et al., 2012), a point emphasized by the ‘morality is like vision’ analogy.

Objective

When we see the world, it seems like we perceive it exactly as it is. When a lemon looks yellow, we think that it is yellow (Crane & French, 2015). When we look at the Checker Shadow image (Figure 3), we think that Box A seems darker than Box B because it is darker. But it isn’t—the shades of grey in Box A and Box B are identical. Though the reasons for this illusion are well-known (i.e., the principle of light constancy; Adelson, 2000), it nevertheless illustrates that people believe that their visual experiences
are objective. This sense of objectivity has long roots, as ancient Greek philosophers also believed that the eyes directly perceived the external world (e.g. Democritus ca. 400 B.C.E; Euclid ca. 300 BCE; as cited by Wade, 2000).

Most people also strongly believe that their moral judgments reflect an objective moral reality (Goodwin & Darley, 2010; Skitka, Washburn, & Carsel, 2015). Of course, people are naïve realists in many domains of judgment (Ross & Ward, 1997), but this is especially prevalent in morality (Asch, 1952). People believe that moral judgments are more like facts than preferences (Goodwin & Darley, 2010), implying that they are universal and authority-independent (Shweder, Mahapatra, & Miller, 1987; Turiel, Killen, & Helwig, 1987; Skitka et al., 2015). This sense of objectivity can generate feelings of moral conviction that motivate people to act on behalf of their moral beliefs (Skitka & Bauman, 2008; Skitka et al., 2015; Young & Durwin, 2013).

Historically, many philosophers also believed that moral judgments (mostly their own) captured moral truth (moral realism; Sayre-McCord, 2015). Unfortunately, the existence of moral disagreement suggests these judgments are not objective (Joyce, 2015)—or at least that feelings of moral objectivity on their own are not a reliable guide to truth (Mackie, 1990). The disconnect between conviction (or confidence) and accuracy
is evident in many domains of judgment (e.g., probability estimation; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). However, the lack of clear accuracy criteria in morality exacerbates this problem within morality.

Challenges to the objectivity of vision—in the form of visual illusions—helped to spur on the modern field of vision science (Gregory, 2015; Wade, 2000), and the same is true of moral psychology. Research using moral dilemmas (i.e., moral “illusions”) helped reveal that moral judgments are not as objective or straightforward as they often seem (Greene et al., 2001) and shifted the focus of moral psychology from armchair philosophy to empiricism (Appiah, 2008). Challenges to both visual and moral objectivity were also motivated by a better understanding of the substantial variability within these domains. This variability is the second element captured by the ‘morality is like vision’ analogy.

**Variability**

Our moral judgments often feel universal, applying to all people and situations. In Christianity, ten judgments are so immutable as to be “written in stone,” and, across religions and cultures, certain moral rules are indelibly recorded in holy books and books of law alike. Consider killing: taking another’s life always seems wrong. However, a closer examination raises doubts. What about when people are threatened (self-defense), or when the victim wants to die (euthanasia), or when someone has committed an irredeemable act (capital punishment)? Many people who endorse these forms of killing consider themselves moral, sometimes because of such endorsed killing.

There are not only some situations in which killing is kosher, but also entire cultures who view certain types of killing as acceptable (e.g. patricide; Asch, 1952). For
example, according to Greek myths, Spartans viewed the killing of weak or deformed infants as a moral imperative (Moseley, 1985), and even Americans views mass killing as heroic if done in the theatre of war. These examples suggest that, despite our experience of universality, moral judgment is variable—and certainly seems to involve more consequential variability than non-moral judgment (Shweder & Haidt, 1994). Because of its roots in philosophy (e.g. Kohlberg, 1969; in Kant, 1780), moral psychology has often viewed this variability as superficial (Asch, 1952; Turiel et al., 1987). However, the ‘morality is like vision’ analogy suggests that moral differences run deep.

Vision was also once thought to be universal, but scientists have demonstrated differences in visual perception. Although scholars have historically ignored variability (e.g. color-blindness was not discovered until the last years of the eighteenth century; Gregory, 2015), the field now accepts that vision is sensitive to the contexts of biology, culture, and the situation (Segall, Campbell, & Herskovits, 1963; Stoerig, 1996; Gregory, 2015). People with different brains, upbringings and environments actually see the world differently; and, along with others (Shweder & Haidt, 1994), we suggest that people with different backgrounds also see morality differently. However, we further suggest that these fundamental differences co-exist with one deep similarity—that all people use underlying criteria of intention and suffering (and their causal combination) to make moral judgments. Differences in morality therefore arise through the fundamental variability of perceptions of intention and suffering (Schein & Gray, 2015).

**Biology**

Eye pigmentation deficits mean that close to 10% of males struggle to distinguish red from green (Gregory, 2015), and so cannot see the number “74” in Figure 4. Imagine
trying to explaining to one of these men what red looks like; chances are that you would have limited success because the qualia of perception depend upon first-hand feelings (Nagel, 1974), which arise in part from basic biological capacities (Stoerig, 1996). The same appears to be true in moral judgment.

![Figure 4](image)

*Figure 4. A red-green color blindness test item, in color and grayscale* (Ishihara, 1972)

It is estimated that around .6% of the US population (Lenzenweger, Lane, Loranger, & Kessler, 2007) and more than 35% of the US prison population (Black, Gunter, Loveless, Allen, & Sieleni, 2010) are psychopaths (or more accurately, have Antisocial Personality Disorder). Psychopathy is a personality disorder that prevents people from intuitively understanding morality (Anderson, Barrash, Bechara, & Tranel, 2006; Barrash, Tranel, & Anderson, 2000; Blair, 2007), because they fail to react emotionally when others suffer (Blair, 2005; Mahmut, Homewood, & Stevenson, 2008; Marsh & Blair, 2008; Young, Koenigs, Kruepke, & Newman, 2012). Those with psychopathy are not only more willing to harm others (Bartels & Pizarro, 2011; Glenn, Iyer, Graham, Koleva, & Haidt, 2009; Gray, Jenkins, Heberlein, & Wegner, 2011; Hare, 1998) but also have difficulty even recognizing facial distress cues (Marsh et al., 2008; 2011), further explaining their aberrant moral judgments.

Psychopathy is not the only disorder linked to aberrant moral judgment. Autism is a congenital inability to understand the minds of others—not in terms of suffering but in
terms of intention (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985; Gray et al., 2011; Lombardo, Chakrabarti, Bullmore, & Baron-Cohen, 2011; Senju, Southgate, White, & Frith, 2009).

Accordingly, autism is associated with abnormal judgments of accidental versus intentional wrongs (Moran et al., 2011).

Both those with psychopathy and autism recognize the theoretical importance of morality and its precursors (i.e., intention and suffering; Cima, Tonnaer, & Hauser, 2010; Leslie, Mallon, & DiCorcia, 2006)—just as those with colorblindness acknowledge the theoretical importance of red and green. However, like colorblind individuals faced with red and green, psychopaths and autistic individuals lack intuitive experience when faced with suffering and intention: “they know the words, but not the music” (Blair et al., 2006; Grant, Boucher, Riggs, & Grayson, 2005; Johns & Quay, 1962). This dissociation not only emphasizes the intuitive nature of morality, but also highlights how first-hand experience—what one can actually see—drives morality.

Cultural

The top line of the Muller-Lyer illusion (Figure 5) looks longer than the bottom to Westerners, but not to Congolese hunter-gatherers (Segall et al., 1963). The difference arises in part because outward and inward angles are cues to depth in developed environments (e.g., urban areas with rectangular houses), but not in less developed environments (e.g., rural areas with rounded huts; (Ahluwalia, 1978; Pedersen & Wheeler, 1983; Rivers, 1905; Segall et al., 1963). This illusion illustrates that visual perception is shaped not only by innate biological capacities, but also by the environment. The visual scenes people see every day—especially during development (Hubel & Wiesel, 1970)—dictate the very features that people can see. Likewise,
people’s moral environment—their culture—dictates the features of the moral world that they can see.

Figure 5. The Müller-Lyer Illusion (Müller-Lyer, 1889)

The field of moral psychology once downplayed cultural differences in morality (Kohlberg, 1969), but anthropological accounts revealed undeniable pluralism (Shweder et al., 1987). For example, Oriya Brahmans, a high Hindu caste, morally condemn acts largely seen as benign in the United States, such as the eldest son eating chicken after his father dies (Shweder et al., 1987). Not only do these Brahmans see immorality behind these actions, but they report doing so because of perceived harm: eating chicken interferes with processing the father’s ‘death pollution,’ condemning his soul to eternal perdition (Shweder, 2012).

It can be difficult for Westerners to appreciate these judgments (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010), but similar moral gaps occur even within America, as liberals and conservatives disagree about the importance of chastity (Haidt, 2012) and social order (Janoff-Bulman & Carnes, 2013). Consider the case of gay marriage: whereas liberals see as an expression of love, some conservatives see moral turpitude and irreparable harm to society (Crawford, Inbar, & Maloney, 2014; Schein, Ritter, & Gray, in press).

Even in variability, however, there can be unity, as morality in every culture serves a similar purpose: to mitigate internal and external cultural threats. At the
minimum, all cultures must suppress selfish individual impulses for the common good (within-group cooperation; Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Ridley, 1998), while guarding against intergroup threats of annihilation or subjugation by other cultures (intergroup competition; Bowles, 2006), as well as environmental threats like disease, food poisoning, famine and natural disasters (Chapman & Anderson, 2013).

As cultures experience different levels and specific sources of threat, they have evolved specific moral prohibitions. Cultures that face starvation moralize equality in resource distribution (e.g., hunter-gatherers; Woodburn, 1982), and cultures that face high pathogen infection risk (e.g., high prevalence of sexually transmitted infections) have more restrictive sexual mores (Harrington & Gelfand, 2014; van Leeuwen, Park, Koenig, & Graham, 2012). Though this variation was once neglected, recent work in moral psychology has focused upon it, offering a variety of moral taxonomies (Rai & Fiske, 2011), including moral foundations theory (Graham et al., 2013) and the model of moral motives (Janoff-Bulman & Carnes, 2013).

Importantly, these culture-specific experiences of threat influence individuals’ moral intuitions by shaping their perceptions of harm (Schein & Gray, 2015). These perceived threats often reflect actual threats, but need not, which leaves room for even more moral variation. For example, rural Americans are more likely to die from drunk drivers than from Muslim jihadists, but many perceive the latter as more dangerous and therefore also more immoral. Just as with vision, two people can look at the exact same thing and see its morality differently. And just as with the Muller-Lyer illusion, even knowing the “rational facts” often fail to dispel its lasting power.

_Situations_
The two interior circles in Figure 6 are identical in size but look different because our visual system automatically uses surrounding cues when forming perceptions. The impact of context in vision is pervasive, occurring largely outside of our awareness, and the same is true in moral judgment. For example, changing the temporal order of two moral scenarios can substantially change how people judge them (Laham, Alter, & Goodwin, 2009), even when those people are philosophers (Schwitzgebel & Cushman, 2012). Although sensitivity to these cues leads to “faulty” perceptions in vision (Luckiesh, 1922) and morality (i.e., judgments that are normatively incorrect; Kumar & Campbell, 2012) there is no doubt that the situation matters.

Framing effects offer one clear example of the situation’s influence on moral judgments. Participants judge selfish behaviors to be more permissible in an economic game labeled the “wall street game” than in the same game labeled the “community game” (Liberman, Samuels, & Ross, 2004), and civilian casualties seem less offensive when they are “collateral damage” rather than “the murder of children” (Conway-Lanz, 2006). Political groups jockey for the moral high-ground by framing the same issue with positive terms such as “pro-life” and “pro-choice” (Ball-Rokeach, Power, Guthrie, & Waring, 1990; Rohlinger, 2002). As with vision, these frames work at such a deep level
that we feel their impact even if we consciously recognize that someone is trying to “spin” this issue.

Moral perceptions also change based on temporary mood. Incidental inductions of disgust from dirty desks or fart spray have been associated with harsher moral judgments (Schnall, Haidt, Clore, & Jordan, 2008; Van Dillen, van der Wal, & van den Bos, 2012; but see Landy & Goodwin, 2015), likely because of the negative affect (Valdesolo & DeSteno, 2006) and perceived harm (Gray & Schein, in press; Schein et al., in press) inherent in disgust. Whereas moral psychologists once asked if emotions play a role in moral cognitions, they now ask how emotions play a role. Some have hypothesized special effects of specific emotions (Rozin, Lowery, Imada, & Haidt, 1999), but more recent work reveals more global linkages (Cameron et al., 2015).

Situational variability is perhaps best illustrated by work on moral dilemmas. These scenarios ask if killing one person to save five people is permissible, and elicit vastly different intuitions depending upon how the one person is killed. It is more morally permissible to harm to someone using indirect rather than direct contact (Cushman, Young, & Hauser, 2006; Greene et al., 2009), by inaction rather than action (Cushman et al., 2006; DeScioli, Christner, & Kurzban, 2011; Spranca, Minsk, & Baron, 1991), unintentionally rather than intentionally (Cushman et al., 2006; Gray & Wegner, 2008; Gray, Young, & Waytz, 2012), and with a slow rather than a quick decision (Critcher, Inbar, & Pizarro, 2012; Tetlock, Kristel, Elson, Green, & Lerner, 2000).

Even for cases that seem cut-and-dry, research reveals substantial variability in morality and vision due to different biological factors, cultures or situations. In both cases, this variability can seem paradoxical because it conflicts with our sense that what
we see is objective. This paradox is resolved by the fact that our perceptions are not
direct readouts of the visual and moral world, but instead constructed from the interplay
of domain-general inputs and dynamic conceptualization (Van Bavel, Feldman-Hall, &
Mende-Siedlecki, 2015). Instead of direct reflections of truth, these perceptions arise
from the mechanism of psychological construction.

Mechanism

It’s clear that moral judgments vary and yet feel objective, but how exactly are
moral judgments made? In contrast to experience and variability, questions of moral
mechanism are more opaque—and are therefore more debated. In moral psychology (as
in emotion; Barrett, 2013), there are two broad positions about the nature of cognition—
modularity and constructionism. Modularity suggests that moral judgment involves a
number of innate and fundamentally distinct mechanisms, each of which map directly
onto a subset moral judgments in a one-to-one fashion (Graham et al., 2013). For
example, the modular theory of moral foundations theory suggests the existence of a
moral “purity” module, uniquely sensitive to violations of sex and religion as inputs,
which in turn directly outputs an isomorphic moral experience of purity.

Constructionism suggests that moral judgment involves only one mechanism, but
this mechanism is dynamic and integrative, combining a common set of basic ingredients
into an emergent whole (Cameron et al., 2015; Lindquist, 2013). Although these basic
ingredients (i.e., perceived intention, causation and suffering) can be somewhat modular
(Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007; Leslie & Keeble, 1987; Woodward, 1998), there is not
a one-to-one map between these low-level inputs and ultimate moral judgment. Instead,
constructionism suggests a few-to-many relationship, in which these few basic
ingredients are combined differently—based on context—into descriptively diverse forms. For example, the theory of dyadic morality suggests that the elements of harm can combine to yield moral variability that spans physical harm to sexual sin (Schein & Gray, 2015; see Figure 7).

![Diagram of Moral Cognition Models](image)

**Figure 7.** Two different models of moral cognition. In *constructionist Dyadic Morality*, acts are compared to a dyadic template. More harmful acts (i.e., more intention, causation and suffering) generate more robust moral judgment; however, context and culture can change understandings of what can suffer, how acts can be caused, and who can intend. In *modular Moral Foundations Theory*, an act activates a specific moral module, which leads directly to a corresponding moral judgment.

The “morality is like vision” analogy helps to resolve the modularity vs. constructionism debates. Like moral psychology, vision once solely emphasized modularity (Wade, 2000), but now embraces the construction of visual experience (Gregory, 1997). Nonetheless, these models still provides a place for some kind of modularity, as lower-level inputs provide the innate ingredients out of which the whole
emerges (Gregory, 2015). We explore this synthesis through the lens of *Gestalt, combination* and *coherence* (Koffka, 1935; Wagemans et al., 2012).¹

**Gestalt**

When broken down into its basic parts, a visual image is merely a collection of features of color, curves, depth, motion, orientation, and edges (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Each of these low-level elements is detected by dedicated cells whose inputs and outputs are fixed (Gregory, 2015). However, despite the modularity of these very basic elements, there is an intermediate mechanism of visual cognition that combines these elements to give rise to an emergent whole. This whole is more than the sum of its parts (Koffka, 1935), and has been called the *Gestalt*, the German word for “shape or form.”

The visual Gestalt means that, when we look at the image in Figure 8, we do not see the separate inputs but instead a single form—a panda. A Gestalt exists also in moral judgment, with lower-level inputs combined into a coherent whole.

![Figure 8. This image is a collection of black blobs, but we see a panda.](image)

¹ Other models of feature integration could also be fruitfully apply (e.g., Treisman & Gelade, 1980).
Moral psychology has identified many determinants of moral judgment, including intention and outcome (Cushman, 2008; Knobe, 2003), causation (Alicke, 1992, 2000), skill (Malle, 2006), affect (Greene, 2007) and norms (Nichols, 2002; Royzman, Leeman, & Baron, 2009; Monroe, Guglielmo, & Malle, 2012). Each of these inputs could be considered modular (at least by some; Sperber, 2004), or at least innate (Govrin, 2014). An appreciation of intention emerges early in life (Hamlin & Wynn, 2011), as does that of causation (Leslie & Keeble, 1987) and suffering (i.e., empathy; Vaish, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2009).

However, these elements are not perceived in isolation, but instead as an overarching moral whole. Consider your judgment of “child abuse.” Although there are many factors involved in this act—an intention to injure, the outcome of suffering, clear causation between abuser and abusee, the ability of the abuser to perpetrate harm, negative feelings and the violation of a norm—all these cluster together into a coherent moral judgment. This is the principle of emergence, in which both visual and moral perceptions seem to be more than the sum of their parts. An example of such an emergent whole in physical science is the property of “wetness” that emerges from the combination of hydrogen and oxygen (neither of which are wet). In moral cognition, we suggest that this emergent whole of “wrongness” stems from the dyad.

Dyadic morality suggests that people have a cognitive moral template involving the combination of two perceived minds, an intentional agent causing harm to a suffering patient (Gray, Waytz, & Young, 2012). This template has the components of intention, causation and suffering, but these components combine to give an emergent sense of harm—a specific morally relevant kind of harm—that seems as coherent as the panda in
Figure 8. Dyadic morality thus suggests that the process of moral judgment involves evaluating whether an act matches a Gestalt of dyadic harm. This harm is most canonically direct physical harm, but culture and context facilitate more diverse forms—or combinations—of harm that give rise to moral variability.

Combination

Visual cognition is specialized at the lower-level, but not the higher-level. There is not a specific visual module for every type of visual experience—for trees, and cats, and stars, and houses, and oceans. Even when studies initially find relative specialization (e.g., faces; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997), subsequent research reveals more domain-general processes (Gauthier, Skudlarski, Gore, & Anderson, 2000).² Instead, visual experience emerges from the combination of a small number of lower-level elements. One might argue that emergence is a necessary process: there are literally millions of visual scenes, and the mind cannot come innately prepared for each. Instead, constructionism suggests that the mind uses conceptual knowledge to transform specific combinations into visual content. Consider the Dalmatian in Figure 9. Like the Panda in Figure 8, this image consists only of black and white blobs, but a rich (and very different) perception arises from their combination.

² The Fusiform Face Area (FFA) was once thought to specially recognize faces (Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997), but research has revealed that it might just processes expert things. In car experts, it also lights up (Gauthier, Skudlarski, Gore, & Anderson, 2000).
In morality, rich diversity can arise with only a small combination of features. Dyadic morality suggests that different ways of causing suffering (emotional, physical, economic) to different patients (e.g., children, the self, society) can give rise to different experiences of immorality, such as child abuse, drug addiction and tax fraud. As an analogy for the generative power of constructionism, consider origami. A single sheet of origami can be folded into many shapes—a box, a swan or even a Triceratops—but all are ultimately constructed from various combinations of paper folds. With moral judgments, various combinations of harm can give rise to diverse “shapes” of morality.

The constructionism of dyadic morality means that the various taxonomies of cultural variability we mentioned (e.g., Graham et al., 2013) can all be fundamentally understood as forms of harm depending on who is suffering, and how exactly they are being harmed (Schein & Gray, 2015). Dyadic morality also facilitates biological variability through people’s innate (in)sensitivity to intention (autism; Moran et al., 2011).
or suffering (psychopathy; Cima et al., 2010), and situational variability through the relative salience of intention, causation and suffering in acts (as revealed by moral dilemmas; Cushman et al., 2006; Thomson, 1976).

Also supporting the constructed combinations of dyadic morality is work showing that processes of moral judgment are not consistent with theories that posit a number of discrete modules (Haidt & Joseph, 2007). Although different moral concerns (e.g., harm vs. purity) may seem intuitively different, they are not empirically distinct. Harm and purity are correlated at extremely high levels ($r = .87$; Gray & Keeney, 2015b), and—strikingly—“harm violations” such as murder as seen to be more “impure” than “impurity violations” such as bestiality (Gray & Keeney, 2015b).

Evidence against different moral “modules” is also revealed by the lack of specificity in cognitive operations and links to emotions. Ostensible cognitive differences between harm and purity scenarios stem not from moral content—i.e., harm vs. purity (Clifford, Iyengar, Cabeza, & Sinnott-Armstrong, 2015; Young & Saxe, 2011)—but instead of confounds: purity scenarios such as bestiality are weirder and less severe than murder scenarios such as murder (Gray & Keeney, 2015a, 2015b). Specific links between moral content and emotions—i.e., disgust and purity—are also not distinct (Cameron et al., 2015), but are instead rooted in perceived harm, consistent with dyadic morality (Gray & Schein, in press; Schein et al., in press). The argument for modular morality also fails to capture another important feature of our moral world—moral coherence.

**Coherence**

Visual experience depends on inputs from low-level features such as the color and layout of blobs, but it is also shaped by conceptualization. Once you know that Figure 9
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is a Dalmatian, not only can you not help but see the Dalmatian, but your visual system also transforms other elements to be consistent with your understanding. Suddenly, the image has depth, and you might even see a shadow. In other words, vision involves coherence in which conceptual knowledge shapes our processing of lower-level inputs. Sometimes, this coherence process even leads to the perception of fictional objects such as the white triangle in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Kanizsa Triangle (Kanizsa, 1975).](image)

Moral judgments also demonstrate coherence, in which lower-level features are shaped by our top-down understanding (Clark, Chen, & Ditto, 2015; DeScioli, Gilbert, & Kurzban, 2012; Gray et al., 2014). Specifically, once a moral judgment is formed, feedback processes cause coherence within all elements of a dyadic template, a process we have labeled *dyadic completion* (Gray, 2012; Gray et al., 2014). In other words, if we believe that an act is wrong, we will then perceive intention, causation and suffering within that act. Dyadic completion is facilitated by the ambiguous nature of each of these elements. Intention and suffering involve perceiving other minds, which are ultimately inaccessible (Waytz, Gray, Epley, & Wegner, 2010), and causation can only be inferred from the coincidence of actions (Hume, 1740).
There are three kinds of dyadic completion. In *agentic dyadic completion*, people perceive an intentional agent when suffering victims are present, blaming supernatural beings (Gall, 2004; Gray & Wegner, 2010), animals (Oldridge, 2004) and other people (Knobe, 2003). In *causal dyadic completion*, people perceive a causal link between the mere intention to harm someone and their suffering (e.g., through witchcraft; Pronin, Wegner, McCarthy, & Rodriguez, 2006), and overestimate the causal role played by immoral agents in negative outcomes (Alicke, 2000). Finally, in *patientic dyadic completion*, people automatically perceive victims in immorality, even if they are ostensibly harmless—such as when religious blasphemy and sexual deviance are seen to result in suffering children (DeScioli et al., 2012; Gray et al., 2014; Schein, Goranson, & Gray, 2015).

Ultimately, this combination of bottom-up inputs and top-down inferences creates a feedback loop in which things seem harmful, then wrong, then even more harmful, then even more wrong (Figure 11). For example, a slight inclination to view pornography as harmful, can—over time—initiate a feedback cycle that leads to moral panic (Haslam, 2015; Schein & Gray, in press). This feedback loop can thus exacerbate small moral differences, leading to fundamentally different perceptions. As with vision, what we see initially may be mostly automatic, but subsequent cognition can shape our perceptions (Barrett & Bar, 2009).
Figure 11. The Dyadic Loop. The dyadic moral template (A-P) exerts a gravitational force (Schein & Gray, 2014), pulling acts toward it with reciprocal perceptions of harm and immorality. Over time, this can lead to substantially different moral perceptions of issues (e.g., pornography).

General Discussion

Morality has been likened to many things, but we suggest that the best analogy is to vision. As many have suggested (Greene, 2013; Haidt, 2001), the ‘morality is like vision’ analogy helps capture the experience of moral judgments as automatic. But it does even more. It also captures the experience of moral judgments as durable and objective. Beyond experience, morality is like vision because both show variability across biology, culture and the situation. Overlaps between seeing and judging also occur for mechanism, in terms of Gestalt, combination and coherence.

Although both morality and vision involve a vivid first-hand experience, we recognize that people do not literally ‘see’ moral judgments, and that any analogy has limitations. However, the sheer overlap between morality and vision make it an especially comprehensive analogy. The ‘morality is like vision’ analogy is also relatively specific, applying more clearly and comprehensively to moral judgments than to general
decision-making. Compared with non-moral judgments (e.g., probability judgment; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974), morality is more durable and objective-seeming, demonstrates more meaningful variability, and involves a greater role for construction. Rational arguments about morality (but not probability judgment) are unconvincing, variability in morality (but not probability judgments) persists despite formal education, and morality (but not probability judgments) involves emotion, which is itself constructed.

Finally, this analogy also has lessons for the field, as vision has already settled many of the issues that moral psychological currently debates, such as intuition versus reason, pluralism versus universalism, and modularity versus construction. In short, both vision and morality are generally intuitive and durable (Haidt, 2001; Sunstein, 2005), while allowing some limited role for reasoning. Both vision and morality show variability (Segall et al., 1963; Shweder, 2012), but such variability is predictable given the nature of the environment and potential threats. Both vision and morality are also constructed, such that low-level ingredients combine to yield an emergent whole that varies by context and expectation. These low-level inputs may be modular, but the actual mechanisms of moral and visual perception are flexible and take on different shapes within different contexts.

Perhaps the most important lesson offered by the ‘morality is like vision’ analogy is for understanding moral conflict. The reason that people in moral debates see their opponents as monsters—rather than as simply mistaken—is because the experience of moral judgments automatically produces strong feelings of objectivity. But, morality is not objective, and variability in moral judgments—especially across culture—makes moral conflicts inevitable. The potential solution lies in the mechanism of morality, in
which diverse moral positions can be understood as varieties of perceived harm. If we can reveal to people that their moral opponents have the same moral sense, but simply see it from a different perspective, we might be able to increase moral tolerance. In other words, understanding how morality is like vision might—to draw on the analogy one last time—help people finally see eye-to-eye.
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